
It’s a dynamic and pleasing blast to the ear to hear a 
big band presenting structured yet free music and 
going from abandon to quietly dazzling with smart 
ensemble writing and first-rate solos. The Shrine Big 
Band (named for the Harlem venue where the band 
plays) has made a brilliant recording where the sense 
of new adventure is strong and sound. Recorded in 
New York just before Hurricane Sandy (October 2012), 
the album serves as a tribute to the power of invention.
 The first two tunes—“Cecilian Mafia” and 
“Swamp Music”—are written by pianist Eric Plaks and 
dedicated to pianist Cecil Taylor and late trumpeter 
Bill Dixon, respectively. The former explodes forth 
with joyously dissonant ensemble work over a 
straightforward structure and solid rhythmic 
underpinning. Out of that comes a hard yet smooth 
tenor saxophone solo from Justin Wood. The rhythm 
section of bassist Motoki Mihara and drummer Jon 
Panikkar pulses underneath with percussive smashes 
from Plaks and band punctuation. Plaks solos next and 
though his playing has the freedom of its dedicatee, it 
works beautifully against the regular thrusting of the 
band. “Swamp Music” feels even more free as the  

individual instruments emerge like new species out of 
a bubbling primeval cauldron. The chaos is controlled, 
with the notion of creating a different kind of structure.
 “Gnomes on the Move” has its raucousness too 
but its overall feel is somehow straightahead with a 
puckish solo from trumpeter Dan Blankinship over a 
kind of walking groove. On trombonist Mark 
Broschinsky’s “Anger Management” we get to hear 
wailing passion from the electric guitar of Justin 
Rothberg and then group solos with alto and trombone 
and then trumpet, trombone and piano.
 The set closes with a spontaneous improvisation, 
“Sandman’s Near”, which might be seen as shaking a 
collective fist at the oncoming storm. The music of The 
Shrine Big Band is conceived and played with passion, 
spontaneity and deep commitment. 

For more information, visit ericplaks.com. This band is at 
Shrine Oct. 4th. See Calendar. 

The late cornet player Ruby Braff once told me that 
jazz is good conversation among friends—pick up 
topics, toss them around, agree, disagree, argue, make  

points, jokes, laugh, frown, nod, drink some. Pianist/
vibraphonist Karl Berger and cornet player Kirk 
Knuffke are at it here in two studio sets of 50 and 30 
minutes at the former’s Creative Music Studio in 
Woodstock, NY. Berger plays mostly vibraphone on 
one, mostly piano on the second, which seems more 
settled, with inner-directed ideas and themes. He 
carves spare, deliciously open-ended lines: dry-brushed 
Walt Dickerson; scampering John Lewis triads; Ran 
Blake hold-the-pedal. Knuffke recalls gentle melodists 
like Leo Smith, Bill Dixon, Art Farmer and Braff. 
Throughout, their poignant, intimate half-valved, half-
voiced ideas unfold within a logical yet exceptionally 
introspective aura, leading to tender truthiness.
 The title tune’s three-note motif, playfully varied 
and rephrased, may have grown from a kernel of 
Knuffke’s takeaway nuggets from Butch Morris’ 
orchestra and compositional style. He says, “playing  
with Karl is so free and natural.” Nothing sounds like  
anything else; listening for tune quotes I can only catch  
an oblique line of “I’m Through With Love” on the 
opening “Bell”. Tunes work with scant motifs: 
“Movies” on an ascending piano ostinato waltz figure; 
“Poem” on a bluesy descending scale, a remnant from 
deep history, echoed from bayou to hoo-doo to voodoo. 
Echoes resonate between cornet and vibraphone, 
drifting and dreaming on foggy mists, fading then 
rising tremolos, exploring parallel ideas, shared 
dreams. Each set rambles along amiably, then rises 
with one or more tasty unison riff themes: a brisk chase 
on “Point Point”; dynamic forte/piano shards on “This 
is what we’re thinking”; and a final, more complex 
two-bar repeat, varied contrapuntally on “Travel East”. 

For more information, visit nobusinessrecords.com. This duo 
is at First Green Community Garden Oct. 10th. See Calendar.
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Only minutes walk from
Flushing-Main St. LIRR  BUS

FRI | OCT 9 FRI | OCT 16 FRI | NOV 6 SAT | DEC 12
Alain Bédard - Auguste 
Quintet feat. Donny 
McCaslin (sax); Samuel 
Blais (sax); François 
Bourassa (piano); Alain 
Bédard (bass) & Michel 
LambeLambert (drums)

The music of genius 
Thelonious Monk, 
arranged, played and 
danced Tango style. 
Featuring Konrad 
Adderley (bass); Nick 
Danielson (violin);Danielson (violin); Tito 
Castro (bandoneon); 
Gustavo Casenave 
(piano); Reno Padilla
(vocals) & Tango dancers 

The Music of Miles Davis 
& Cannonball Adderley
Feat. NEA Jazz Masters 
Jimmy Heath and Barry 
Harris joined by Tootie 
Heath (drums), Michael 
MMossman (trumpet), 
Steve Davis (trombone) 
& Bob Cranshaw (bass) 

Yves Léveillé Quartet 
feat.  Adam Kolker (sax);
Yves Léveillé (piano); 
Roberto Murray (sax); 
Marcin Garbulinski 
(bass) & Alain Bastien 
(drums)(drums)

A double-headliner
feat. Grupo Rebolú, w/
Afro-Colombian folk 
music that is rich in 
energy, history and 
danceability: and 
CCimarrón performing 
the festive joropo, in a 
breathtaking program 

When it comes to a jazzy 
soulful groove, it doesn’t 
get much groovier than 
Lou Donaldson.  Feat.
Lou Donaldson (sax);
Eric Johnson (guitar); 
FFukushi Tainaka (drums)
& Pat Bianchi (Hammond 
B3 organ) 
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Swamp Music 

The Shrine Big Band (s/r)
by Donald Elfman

     

 
Moon 

Karl Berger/Kirk Knuffke (NoBusiness)
by Fred Bouchard
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